


Hello, and welcome to Kersteman Quarter

Kersteman Quarter is a green oasis on the Redland and Bishopston 
borders in Bristol. The Brownfield Green team is delighted to 
restore the chapel and bring it back to life as a conversion into  
2 houses, 2 apartments and a duplex apartment.

The Victorian chapel had fallen out of use and was rapidly 
becoming overgrown by the large grounds around it. In many ways 
the chapel was becoming invisible, both by the growing foliage 
and because, as it fell out of use, there was an expectation that 
it would be demolished to make way for modern redevelopment. 
We’re especially proud of Kersteman Quarter because it saves this 
charming, forgotten building and brings it back into sight.

The gardens are a huge part of this project – we wanted to make 
sure that every home here from a 1 bedroom flat to a 4 bedroom 
house enjoys some of this outside space. The two houses have 
wonderful gardens with mature trees, both apartments have 
private courtyard gardens and even the duplex apartment has a 
lovely private roof terrace.

There’s a great sense of history at Kersteman Quarter, with lovely 
original features such as solid stonework, geometric stained glass 
and carved wooden trusses. Combined with contemporary, urban 
interiors these really are modern homes with history!

We hope you enjoy finding out more about Kersteman Quarter. 
Some of the photos show our previous projects, but are included 
here to give you a flavour of the finished homes.

Alex and Kezia Fawcett 
Directors of Brownfield Green 



ABOUT BROWNFIELD GREEN

Brownfield Green is a Bristol based property development 
company specialising in the conversion of redundant church 
buildings into contemporary and sustainable new homes.  

Our company was set up in 2010 by Alex and Kezia Fawcett 
specifically to develop brownfield sites. We have a design-led 
approach and aim to create modern and individual homes ready 
for you to make your own. 

We manage the whole design and building process, starting with 
an historic building which has fallen out of use, but which we can 
see has the potential to become characterful homes. We manage 
the design process and undertake all of our own building work 
through our dedicated construction team (BG Build-It). 

We are proud to be award winners on our previous conversions – 
a mark of the quality and technical expertise we strive to achieve. 

OUR VIEWS ON CONVERSIONS…

We think historic conversions make brilliant homes: all of the 
charm and character of a period property with the comfort and 
energy efficiency of a newly built house, together with layouts 
that suit modern lifestyles. There is something magical about 
seeing redundant buildings transformed into great homes. 

Part of our aim is to create sustainable homes on brownfield 
sites: converted homes are environmentally friendly, since they 
reuse the structure of the existing building and tend to be in 
central locations. Our homes meet all of the latest building 
standards for new homes, meaning that they offer excellent 
levels of insulation, energy efficiency and performance. We 
incorporate good environmental design as standard and always 
exceed minimum standards set by Building Regulations. 
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a unique blend  
of old and new
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KERSTEMAN

QUARTER

Kersteman Quarter is an exclusive and 
highly individual development of just 5 
homes, located in this wonderful part 
of Bristol. Surrounded by beautiful 
Victorian streets, and part of the Redland 
Conservation Area, this is a green, 
peaceful location near the lively beating 
heart of central Bristol. 

There’s a mix of homes available, from 
1 to 4 bedrooms, all within the Victorian 
chapel and all with original features. 
Each of the houses has a private garden 
and an allocated parking space, the two 
apartments each have a private courtyard 
garden and the duplex apartment has its 
own roof terrace. Each home has a private 
entrance.

We’ve carefully converted the chapel 
keeping as many of the period features as 
possible whilst creating modern interiors. 
Many of the features work incredibly well 
with contemporary finishes: the geometric 
shapes and soft colours of the restored 
stained glass combine beautifully with 
the white lines of the new plasterwork; 
solid pennant stone walls on the outside 
give way to new polished concrete floors 
on the interior. Above all, we have tried 
to ensure that we match the quality of 
the original building by using high quality 
materials for the conversion. 

1   Kersteman Quarter  

1 bedroom apartment with a courtyard garden

2   Kersteman Quarter 

2 bedroom apartment with a courtyard garden

3   Kersteman Quarter  
2 bedroom duplex apartment with roof terrace

4   Kersteman Quarter  
4 bedroom house with garden and allocated parking

5    Kersteman Quarter  

4 bedroom house with garden and allocated parking

TENURE
•    We expect that 1, 2 and 3 Kersteman 

Quarter will be sold with 999 year leases, 
with the freehold to be collectively owned 
by the 3 leaseholders.

•    4 and 5 Kersteman Quarter will be sold on 
a freehold basis.

•    We anticipate that all homes at Kersteman 
Quarter will be within the Redland Residents 
Parking Zone (RPZ). 
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Kersteman Quarter
The chapel here was originally built in 1899, opened 
for the first time on Christmas Day that year, and was 
solemnised for marriages in July 1900. The building was 
designed by Mr Paul and the local contractor Bennets 
were appointed to undertake construction (which, 
coincidentally, is the same building contractor as our 
previous church conversion in Portishead). This was a 
time of rapid expansion in Victorian Bristol – the popular 
suburb of Bishopston was newly built and the Immanuel 
Church, as the chapel was initially known, was built on 
the outskirts of town, where Victorian streets gave way 
to farmland.

The congregation apparently planned to build a larger 
church immediately adjacent to the chapel, intending 
to then use the chapel as a Sunday School. The larger 
church was never built, leaving this pretty chapel with 
unusually large grounds. 

Drawing by Samuel Loxton (1857-1922) was drawn and published in the 
local newspaper shortly after the chapel opened in 1899
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Location
Set between the tree-lined streets of Kersteman Road, 
Elton Road and Cranbrook Road, Kersteman Quarter is 
the ideal Bristol location. The development itself is in a 
highly popular and well-established residential location 
on the border between Redland and Bishopston: quiet 
and yet amazingly convenient. It’s close to the thriving 
independent shops and restaurants in Gloucester Road, 
the boutiques and cafes of nearby Clifton, the outdoor 
street art gallery that is Stokes Croft and also within easy 
reach of the city centre. 

The location is also in an excellent location for schools, with 
nearby primary and secondary schools (Kersteman Quarter 
is in the Area of First Priority for the highly sought after 
Redland Green). Transport links are also excellent, with 
good access to the M32, M4 and M5, and local rail links are 
provided at the delightful Redland station. 

With nearby parks at Redland Green and St Andrews, 
active allotment communities close by and easy access 
to Clifton and Durdham Downs there is a great deal of 
outdoor space almost on the doorstep.  
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All in the detail
Part of the charm of buying a home within an historic building is the history and “story” of the building 
itself. Each of the houses we have created has their own unique features that retain its link with the 
past; from the exposed roof trusses to the original locally quarried stone walls and restored clerestory 
dormer windows. The charming stained glass window creates beautiful coloured light inside.

The original lower ground floor has been extended and light levels improved with the addition of new 
French doors and windows, creating modern open-plan family spaces and a direct connection with 
the gardens. 

All this detailing has been combined with modern building standards and a contemporary interior to 
create your “modern home with history”!

Built to stand the tests of time
At Brownfield Green we pride ourselves in creating homes that use traditional building methods and 
high quality materials to set us apart from the competition.

•    By using original materials (such as genuine Bath Stone in solid, hand carved blocks, and terracotta 
roof tiles) we can support traditional industries while also updating the building for the way we 
live today. 

•    We build the new party walls from 2 skins of solid concrete blocks, insulated between, and then 
wet plastered either side. The chunky walls have the benefit of far out-performing a standard party 
wall acoustically.

•    We insulate all of the existing external walls, which helps to achieve excellent energy performance. 
We also insulate all walls, floors and roofs to modern standards. Our developments usually achieve 
an Energy Performance of B or C, equivalent to a modern new build house.

•   The lower ground floor of all homes will have a polished concrete floor with underfloor heating – a 
luxurious, practical and quality finish.

•    We reuse the original floorboards wherever possible – 116 years old, sanded, varnished and good 
for another 116 years!

At Kersteman Quarter quality and craftmanship come as standard. You can see it, and you can feel it! 

1  Kitchen style
2  Textured walls in certain homes 
3  Textured real oak drawer fronts
4  Pop-up socket in kitchen islands
5  Polished concrete
6  Real oak engineered flooring in certain areas

7  Bathstore drench shower heads
8  Timber cladding to parking area
9  Velux rooflights
10  Velfac doors
11   Bathstore bathrooms with engineered  

oak floor

1
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Hand crafted finishes
Here are some of the key specification details at Kersteman Quarter:

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
 We have designed these homes to be as energy efficient as 
possible, with features such as:

•    High efficiency Worcester Bosch condensing gas boiler 
and central heating throughout.

•    High levels of wall and roof insulation across each home.

•    Underfloor heating to the lower ground floor in 1, 4 and 5 
Kersteman Quarter.

•    Photovolatic solar panels to certain units (construction 
detail to follow).

FLOOR FINISHES (VARYING LOCATIONS)
•    Polished concrete, original sanded floorboards, real oak 

flooring and high wool content tufted British manufactured 
carpets, by Cormar (light grey).

OTHER FINISHES
•    Painted bullnose skirtings and architrave.

•    Painted flush fitting heavy weight fire doors throughout, 
stainless steel door furniture.

•    All walls and woodwork finished in white (satin finish to 
woodwork, matt to walls).

•    Feature original woodwork finished in a contrasting light 
grey in certain locations, to highlight features.

All of the above high specification is included in the purchase 
price. We will always be upfront and honest with you - no 
hidden costs!  

KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS
Kitchen - Fitted kitchens (manufacturer guaranteed for 
25 years), with integrated appliances, integrated Bosch 
ovens, Apollo Quartz 20mm polished stone worktops and 
contemporary real oak drawer units (appliances vary by house).

Bathroom - Contemporary Bathstore bathrooms completed 
to a high specification, with contrasting oak engineered 
timber flooring, polymarble basins and matt white metro tiles 
with charcoal grout. 

SECURITY AND PEACE OF MIND
•    Each home comes with its own 10 year structural warranty 

by Build Zone.

•    Mains powered smoke alarm systems in every home.

•    Individual sprinkler system in 5 Kersteman Quarter.

•    Scandinavian Velfac doors, which have multi point locking 
systems, and come with their own 12 year manufacturer’s 
warranty (Not all windows).

EXTERNAL FEATURES
•    Individual entrances.

•    Allocated parking for 4 and 5 Kersteman Quarter.

•    Private gardens, courtyard gardens or roof terraces to 
each home, landscaped with decking, patio, local gravel 
or turfed areas (refer to site plan for details of finishes).

•    Dedicated cycle, refuse and recycling storage for each 
home.

•    Velfac multi-point locking insulated front door (painted finish).

•    Velfac windows and frames finished in Anthracite grey 
externally (to certain windows). Double glazing to all 
windows except featured stained glass.

Please note, images are based on typical Brownfield Green  

interiors and fittings.
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KEY ROOM DIMENSIONS

Kitchen/Dining/ 

Living Room:  7.0m x 5.3m (23’0”x17’5”)

Bedroom:  3.7m x 3.5m (12’2” x 11’6”) 

Bathroom: 3.4m x 1.9m (11’2 ” x 6’3”)

Utility: 2.3m x 1.4m (7’7” x 4’7”)

    

 

1 

KERSTEMAN 

QUARTER

SOLD

CONTRACTS EXCHANGED 

PRE-RELEASE

1 Kersteman Quarter
This airy apartment has a wonderful layout, with an open 
plan (and spacious) kitchen, dining and living area that 
opens directly onto the courtyard garden, via full height 
large French doors. 

The large bedroom also has French doors out onto the 
courtyard garden. A separated entrance hallway and 
polished concrete floor with underfloor heating keep the 
streamlined look in the living area, and the dedicated 
utility room helps on the tidiness front. The bathroom 
comes with separate shower and bath.

Outside, the private courtyard garden is a lovely spot 
for sitting out, against the backdrop of the solid stone 
pennant walls and with the mature trees and greenery 
all around. 1 Kersteman Quarter comes complete with 
a small adjoining area at street level which could be 
landscaped with grass and planting or put to work as a 
mini allotment or flower garden! 
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LOWER GROUND FLOOR

BATHROOM

SHOWER

UTILITY KITCHEN / DINING / LIVING

1  Velfac window/door set
2  Polished concrete floor & 4 Velfac windows
3   Typical french doors  

(from a previous Brownfield Green project)
4  Kitchen unit style
5  View of Kersteman Road

1 1 1

BEDROOM 1

PRIVATE COURTYARD

2

4

5

3
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GROUND FLOOR

KITCHEN / DINING / 
LIVING

BEDROOM 1

BEDROOM 2

WALK-IN  
SHOWER

1  New Velfac window set
2  Rooflights set into flat roof
3  Restricted head height from stairs

1

1

1

1 1

2

1

3

1 1 1
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2 Kersteman Quarter
The original Bath stone gate pillars greet you at the 
private entrance to this lovely 2 bedroomed apartment. 
Inside, the original chapel narthex is now a spacious 
open plan kitchen, dining and living area, illuminated by 
windows on 3 sides. This flat has 2 double bedrooms 
and a shower room with large walk-in shower. There’s a 
real sense of history here, as the flat is entered by the 
original gateway and chapel doorway.  

Outside, the front stone wall will be increased in height 
to provide increased privacy, with the courtyard garden 
making a delightful space for al fresco eating and of 
course gardening! 

2 

KERSTEMAN 

QUARTER

KEY ROOM DIMENSIONS

Kitchen/Dining/ 

Living Room: 7.3m x 3.4m (23’11” x 11’2”)

Bedroom 1: 3.3m x 3.5m (10’10” x 11’6”)

Bedroom 2:  3.6m x 3.6m (11’10” x 11’10”)

(includes partial restricted headheight)

Bathroom: 2.7m x 1.5m (8’10” x 4’11”)

11

SOLD
CONTRACTS EXCHANGED 

PRE-RELEASE



3 Kersteman Quarter
If you imagined yourself living in the perfect city 
apartment, this could be it! A private pathway leads to 
its own front door (via a bike store… no bike clutter 
in the hallway here). At first floor there are two double 
bedrooms, one with en suite and a bathroom, with a bath 
with drench shower over.

The second floor has the ‘wow factor’ with an open plan 
kitchen, dining and living space with a soaring pitched 
ceiling, original carved wooden trusses and plentiful  

light. Although the roof terrace is situated at first floor 
level, it is accessed by a staircase from the living area,  
so that it becomes part of the entertaining space. The 
roof terrace itself really works – the perfect spot for 
putting your feet up and watching the world go by.  

KEY ROOM DIMENSIONS

Kitchen/Dining/ 

Living Room:  5.7m x 5.1m (18’8” x 16’9”)

(includes partial restricted headheight)

Bedroom 1: 3.8m x 3.0m (12’6” x 9’10”)

Bedroom 2: 3.0m x 3.0m (9’10” x 9’10”)

Bathroom: 1.8m x 2.1m (5’11” x 6’11”)

Roof Terrace: 3.5m x 2.0m (11’6” x 6’7”)

En Suite:  1.85m x 1.4m (6’1” x 4’7”)

3 

KERSTEMAN 

QUARTER
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Unit 3 GF

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

GROUND  

FLOOR

BEDROOM 1

BEDROOM 2

BATHROOM

ENSUITE

SMALL 
STUDY AREA

UTILITY AREA 
FOR WASHING 
MACHINE

KITCHEN / DINING / 
LIVING

4

1

3 3

3

5

33

2

2

2

2

1  Velfac window and/or door
2   Velux rooflights
3   New opening steel framed double  

glazed window 
4  Glass balustrade around roof terrace
5   Option to have a large walk-in  

drench shower
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FIRST FLOOR

LOWER GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

STORE  

(BENEATH PARKING  

SPACE ABOVE)
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LIVING 
ROOM

WC / 
LAUNDRY

BEDROOM 4

BEDROOM 3
BEDROOM 1

STORE

BEDROOM 2

BATHROOM
ENSUITE

KITCHEN / DINING  
/ LIVING

1  Velfac window and/or door 
2  Velux rooflights
3   New opening steel framed  

double glazed window

1

1 3

3 3 3

3

3

3

3

2

2 2

3

3

3
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4 Kersteman Quarter
Space, individuality, large garden and parking…and 4 
double bedrooms.

Accessed from Kersteman Road, this 4-storey house 
has its front door over a new private walkway from the 
garden. At hall level there is a spacious sitting room, 
in addition to the open plan living area on the lower 
ground floor. There is also a WC/laundry room on this 
level. Stairs lead to the lower ground floor, with its super 
modern open plan kitchen, dining and living space. With 
full height French doors out to the sunken courtyard 
garden and a polished concrete floor with underfloor 
heating, this is going to be a great place to spend time. 

KEY ROOM DIMENSIONS

Kitchen/Dining 7.0m x 4.9m (23’0” x 16’1”) 

/Family Room:

Living Room: 5.1m x 3.9m (16’9” x 12’10”)

WC/Laundry Room: 1.8m x 2.7m (5’11” x 8’10”)

Bedroom 1  3.3m x 3.3m (10’10” x 10’10”)

(includes partial restricted headheight) 

Bedroom 2  3.1m x 3.1m (10’2” x 10’2”)

(includes partial restricted headheight)

Bedroom 3: 3.7m x 2.7m (12’2” x 8’10”)

Bedroom 4: 3.3m x 2.8m (10’10” x 9’2”)

Bathroom: 1.9m x 2.0m (6’3” x 6’7”)

Ensuite: 2.4m x 1.5m (7’11” x 4’10”) 

(includes partial restricted headheight)

          

 

4  

KERSTEMAN 

QUARTER

15

SOLD
CONTRACTS EXCHANGED 

PRE-RELEASE

The upper two floors feature 4 bedrooms and a family 
bathroom (with shower above), and one bedroom with 
an ensuite. The second floor bedrooms have a delightful 
sense of being “up in the eaves” with pitched ceilings, 
original carved wooden trusses and two of the Victorian 
clerestory dormer windows.

Outside, the large garden is on two levels – perfect for 
outdoor dining as well as plenty of space for gardening and 
fun. The sunken courtyard and main garden are connected 
by steps. There’s also a dedicated off-street parking space 
with a spacious and very useful store beneath it. The store 
will allow the new owner an exciting opportunity to convert 
this into a studio, workshop or home office (subject to 
obtaining all necessary consents). 



5 Kersteman Quarter
This wonderful 4 bedroom house is packed with period 
features, restored to create a truly modern home. The 
chapel had a Victorian extension built of red brick, in 
which the church offices, vestry and stores were located. 
Because of this, 5 Kersteman Quarter has a lovely 
combination of features from the chapel, such as the high 
pitched ceiling and stained glass windows, and some of 
the domestic Victorian features from the vestry, such as 
the brick fireplaces and traditional windows, now restored.

An elegantly spacious hallway with an original brick 
fireplace greets you to No. 5, leading to the open plan 
kitchen and dining area. This area has full height French 
doors out onto the garden, and there is an adjoining 
open plan living area, with a woodburner and full height 
windows on two sides overlooking the garden. The clean 
modern lines, original features and the polished concrete 
floor (with underfloor heating) creates a great mix of old 
and new. A large utility and storage room here keeps 
everything shipshape.

The first floor has a separate living room, two double 
bedrooms and a family bathroom. Every room has great 
natural light.

The top two floors each contain an ensuite double 
bedroom, with views out to the trees beyond. The second 
floor bedroom is particularly dramatic with its gable-end 
feature window, and is flooded with extra natural light 
from the rooflights.

Outside there is a brilliant garden, landscaped over two 
levels to provide an alfresco dining area immediately 
outside the kitchen and dining zone, and also a beautiful 
area of mature trees and open space. Wonderful for 
children, wonderful for gardeners. The property comes with 
a large store which will give the new owners an exciting 
opportunity to convert this into a studio, workshop or 
home office (subject to obtaining all necessary consents). 
There is also a dedicated off-street parking space. 

    

 

5  

KERSTEMAN 

QUARTER

KEY ROOM DIMENSIONS

Entrance Hall: 3.2m x 2.8m (10’6” x 9’2”)

Kitchen/Dining 4m x 7.0m (13’2” x 23’0”) 

/Family Room:

Utility: 3.0m x 1.6m (9’10” x 5’3”)

Living Room: 3.0m x 3.7m (9’10” x 12”2”)

Bedroom 1: 4.6m x 3.6m (15’1” x 11’10”)

Bedroom 2:  3.9m x 3.6m (12’10” x 11’10”)

Bedroom 3: 3.8m x 2.9m (12’6” x 9’6”)

Bedroom 4: 2.8m x 2.9m (9’2” x 9’6”)

Bathroom: 3.8m x 1.8m (12’6” x 5”11”)

Ensuite to Bedroom 1: 2.3m x 1.7m (7’7” x 5’7”)

Ensuite to Bedroom 2: 3.3m x 1.4m (10’10” x 4’7”) 

(includes partial restricted headheight)
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KITCHEN / DINING / LIVING

HALLWAYLAUNDRY

LIVING  
ROOM

STORE 

BEDROOM 3

BEDROOM 4

BEDROOM 1
BEDROOM 2
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LOWER GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOORSTORE (BENEATH PARKING 

SPACE ABOVE)

SECOND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

ENSUITE

ENSUITE

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

2 2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

2

1  Velfac window and/or door 
2   Velux roof lights
3   New opening steel framed double glazed windows
4   Original sash windows
5   Example of bedroom with roof trusses
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Created by

Revision 1.  This brochure cannot be relied on to provide a final specification/details for the completed 
development. As the build progresses dimensions/layouts can change and there may also be alterations 
required to the specification.

Room dimensions have been taken from construction drawings & should not be relied upon as they may 
not allow for the extent of insulation that will be installed into the building (external walls are installed with 
insulation attached onto the internal face). The extent of the insulation may vary from room to room. Room 
dimensions are taken to the maximum dimension in the room ie. into alcoves and so cannot be used to 
determine floor areas. Room dimensions may be taken into eaves on 2nd floors and this means that areas 
of the room may not have full head height.

Many of the photos are of typical Brownfield Green interiors to demonstrate the feel and quality of this 
development. The historic timber detailing will be painted in a contrasting colour, although the photo may 
show the timber in a pre-finished state.

This brochure is not a contractual document and is intended for guidance only. 

This brochure is not intended to facilitate off plan sales and as such potential purchasers must satisfy 
themselves through physical inspection as to the accuracy of room dimensions and final specification. We 
really try our best to honestly represent the development within our brochure but with this type of building 
there will always be changes during construction. 

© All copy and images are copyrighted to Brownfield Green Ltd.
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